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Language: English . Brand New. An Evidence-Based Approach to Personality and Leadership A
leader s bullying and constant dismissal of his team s concerns nearly take down an entire
company--and the global financial system. The U.S. Government has to provide a $182 billion
bailout. A new CEO transforms a near-bankrupt auto company and its infamously competitive
culture becomes more collaborative and thrives--making it the only auto manufacturer to not take
bailout funds. These stories share a truth: Each leader s personality set the course of their company
s future. We all know that IQ, education, knowledge, and technical skills are essential for
professionals, but they alone are insufficient for effective leadership. Who you are as a person--your
personality and character--drives leadership performance and determines who thrives and who
fails. In Personality at Work, psychologist Ron Warren lays out the key personality traits that drive
high performance--and the common traits that derail it. Warren clusters closely related traits into
four dimensions of behavior: Teamwork/Social IntelligenceDeferenceDominanceGrit/Task
Mastery.Each cluster is broken down into personality traits--13 in all. Personality at Work draws
from research using the renowned LMAP 360 with 20,000 leaders and 250,000...
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This is the best pdf i have got go through until now. It is loaded with wisdom and knowledge I discovered this publication from my i and dad encouraged
this book to find out.
-- Aryanna Sauer-- Aryanna Sauer

The publication is great and fantastic. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I discovered this pdf from my dad and i suggested this
ebook to discover.
-- Linnie Kling-- Linnie Kling
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